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(3) That the unorthodoxy was thought out and fostered
by learned Ksattriyas.
(4) That some of these unorthodox Ksattriyas had
a home amongst the Paficalas.
(5) That the Paficalas lay to the east and south of
the Madhyadesa, as denned above.
(6) That the Paficalas permitted polyandry, as their
descendants do to this day.
(7) That the fons et origo of the war was the insult
offered by Drupada, the Ksattriya king of the Paficalas,
to a Brahmana, who took refuge with the Kurus.
(8) That the war of the Mahabharata was in its essence
a Kuru-Pancala war.
If my theory is revolutionary—and I do not see that
it is—the revolution consists only in putting these facts
together, and in making deductions from them. The
deductions may be right' or they may be wrong, but
I think that all the facts are admitted by most scholars.
If the facts and the deductions are correct, we can find
a good many grains of ethnological information amongst
the vast amount of chaff contained in the epic. To me,
the great merit of Mr. Pargiter's paper is that, for the






I am afraid Mr. Jackson, in his note on this matter at
p. 533 of the April number of the Journal, is somewhat
precipitate in finding analogies for the so-called sacrifices
of the Vedas in the Greek mysteries or the secret dances
of many savage tribes. The latter comparison it is, in
the absence of any specification of the tribes referred to,
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impossible to criticise; of the former I can only say that
I shall await with interest an explanation of the points
of contact between the mysteries and Vedic religion as
they appear to Mr. Jackson, observing merely that the real
significance of the Greek mysteries still forms a subject
of dispute and doubt far exceeding that entertained in
regard to any problem of Vedic ritual.
I also fear that the description of a sacrifice as a case
of substitution of the victim for the sinner does not help
much towards its understanding. Does Mr. Jackson really
suppose that the sinner originally sacrificed himself or
that others sacrificed him to that somewhat abstract deity
Nirrti ? Yet, if he does not, his description appears to
me meaningless, nor do I understand his remark that the
ass is the ' vehicle' of Sltaladevi, who may stand in the
place of the vaguer Nirrti, for nothing is said in the Vedic
text of the ass being the ' vehicle' of Nirrti, and the view
that the wearing of the skin is a mere penance will hardly
survive a perusal of the passage in Paraskara, to which
I would refer Mr. Jackson.
Mr. Jackson seems to have overlooked my remarks on
p. 944 when writing his note on the sacrifice of a man
at the Agnicayana. He will find that his view coincides,
so far as it goes, with mine; I have, however, endeavoured
to suggest an explanation of the facts, the object of
my paper being of course explanation, not enumeration
of modern instances which certainly prove nothing for
the Veda.
I should like, however, to supplement my article by
a reference to the curious ritual at the Avabhrtha of the
Asvamedha,1 in which the sacrificer is purified from sin
by offering a sacrifice to Jumbaka (Varuna) on the head
of a man of repulsive appearance, who stands in the water
1
 Satapatha Brahmana, xiii, 3, 6, 5; Taittirlya Brahmana, iii, 9, 15 ;
Katyayana Srauta Sutra, xx, 8, 16; Sankhayana Srauta Sutra, xvi, 18.
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until it enters his mouth. Hillebrandta has suggested that
in this legend, taken in conjunction with the Sunahsepa
legend, we have a relic of a Vedic practice of slaying
at stated intervals the aged and worn-out king.2 No
text, however, suggests that the man was killed, and, as
Professor Eggelings points out, the oblation could not
properly have been performed on the head of a drowning
man. The real nature of the ritual seems to be explained
by a remark in the Sarikhayana Srauta Sutra, xvi, 18,
where it is said that the man is driven forth after the
oblation, the guilt of the village outcastes being thus
removed. The man is clearly a scapegoat on whose head
are deposited the sins of the village, and his numerous
physical defects may be explained (as in the case of the
<f>apfj.a/coi of Hipponax 4 and the victims at the Thargelia6)
by the preference of the tribe to banish one whose natural
defects at once decreased his tribal value and seemed to
render him peculiarly fitted to be a sin receptacle.
Probably the offering to Jumbaka on his head is a priestly
refinement on a formal touching of the head in transferring
the sin.6 The priests considered that the expulsion of sin
was effected by the grace of Varuna won by sacrifice, and
substituted this conception for the more magic conception
of sin-transfer. The further remark of the texts ascribing
to Varuna the physical peculiarities of the bald man
should not be interpreted as showing that the god was
normally so conceived. The ritual when the sacrifice to
Varuna was introduced had to explain the appearance
of the man, and the simplest way was to ascribe his
1
 Ved. Myth., iii, p. 32.
8
 Frazer, Golden Bough, i, p. 227.
3
 S.B.E., xliv, p. xl. His discussion of the whole question is most
valuable.
4
 Murray, Rise of Greek Epic, pp. 253 seq.
6
 Farnell, Greek Cults, iv, p. 271.
6
 Frazer, ii, p. 202. The bathing in water may be merely purificatory,
or it may be a reminiscence of a vegetation ritual. Both explanations
may in different cases be true. Here I prefer the former.
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characteristics to Varuna, the man being clearly regarded
as a temporary embodiment of the god.
A. BERRIEDALE KEITH.
BHAGAVANT AND KRSNA.
Just before the late Professor Kielhorn's lamented death
I had written to him—not knowing that he had sent
a communication to the Journal *—to ask his opinion on
the question of Bhagavant, as my attention had been
called, by reading Weber's review of his edition of the
Mahabhasya, to the fact that the reading of the text2
was there tatrabhavatah, not bhagavatah. My difficulty
was that the version of Kaiyata3 ran, nityah paramdtma-
devatdvisesa iha Vdsudevo grhyata ity arthah, and that
this evidence seemed to me to favour bhagavatah, while
the difference of bhagavatah and bhavatah in MSS. is
so small that a defective archetype might produce the
present unanimity of what is, after all, the not very large
number of MSS. consulted. Further, I pointed out that
the existence of Krsna, Vasudeva, and quasi-identification
at least with Visnu were regarded by Weber4 himself
as hinted at in the fact that the special subjects of the
representatives of the actors mentioned by Patanjali were
the binding of Bali, Visnu's famous deed, and the slaying
of Kamsa, Krsna's famous deed. Professor Kielhorn might
well have replied so as to remove my difficulties, but even
with tatrabhavatah as the reading Kaiyata's rendering
is intelligible, and appears to me to be strongly supported
by Professor Kielhorn's own example. For, as he points
out, the precise phrase samjnd caisa tatrabhavatah, which
1
 J.R.A.S., 1908, pp. 502, 503.
2
 Mahabhasya on Panini, iv, 3, 98.
3
 Weber, Ind. Stud., xiii, p. 350.
4
 Ibid., p. 491.
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